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The management of Employee Share Schemes (ESS) can be incredibly
complex. The burden on in-house resources continues to rise with regular
legislative change, a more globally mobile workforce and the increasing
importance placed on employer reporting by the ATO.
Using KPMG’s Employee Share Scheme reporting tool, ESS Assist, we can support you in managing your
ESS reporting obligations to both your people and the ATO. Sourcing data directly from share plan administrators,
it fully automates all ESS reporting obligations.

Key benefits and features
Saves time for your
in-house teams

Additional reporting

ESS Statements and Annual Report
created direct from a single upload
of share plan data.

Reports can be generated to support
State Payroll Tax obligations, and to
provide data insights into the value
of ESS schemes to your business.

Aiming for accuracy

Compliant software

Fully automated process for
calculating reportable income for all
scenarios, including support for globally
mobile employees.

ESS Assist is compliant with ATO
electronic reporting obligations and can
handle the lodgement of annual reports,
amendments and revisions.

Enhanced Employee Experience
Bespoke covering letter with each
ESS statement to explain the calculation
of ESS income in plain English, reducing
the level of queries and providing greater
clarity to your people. Fully tailored
covering letter can be generated which
allows for the “employer touch” and
communication style.

For FY19 reporting, ESS Assist automated the analysis of over
28,000 ESS transactions with a combined value in excess of $600M.
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The information contained in this document is of a general nature and is not intended to address the objectives, financial situation or needs of any particular
individual or entity. It is provided for information purposes only and does not constitute, nor should it be regarded in any manner whatsoever, as advice and is
not intended to influence a person in making a decision, including, if applicable, in relation to any financial product or an interest in a financial product. Although
we endeavour to provide accurate and timely information, there can be no guarantee that such information is accurate as of the date it is received or that it will
continue to be accurate in the future. No one should act on such information without appropriate professional advice after a thorough examination of the particular
situation.
To the extent permissible by law, KPMG and its associated entities shall not be liable for any errors, omissions, defects or misrepresentations in the information or
for any loss or damage suffered by persons who use or rely on such information (including for reasons of negligence, negligent misstatement or otherwise).
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